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INTRODUCTION:
The world in which we live today is not a sudden globe which was formed in
fraction of second. It is made by cluster of dust particles and gases combined
together. It took centuries from there for the first man to evolve from the ape.
Here in this thesis I had thrown light on the travel of various social components
like origin and evolution of life, society, civilization, relationships, education,
technology, parenting techniques, environment, government, economy and
cultural diversity. The whole thesis is about where the world has originally
started, its travel for centuries, the path in which it travels in the present, the
consequences and the strategy to be adopted for the progressive development of
the global society.
When given a keen observation it is becoming evident that until certain period of
time the entire world was taking a positive progression and immediately with the
effect of globalization this progressive travel was drifted to rapidity where the
consequence in the long run is recorded to be highly destructive.
Let us take a look at the various social components, its current standard and the
quality it has to develop for enhanced and a self-sustained global society.

CHAPTER 1: ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF
LIFE ON EARTH

 The origin of the life on earth is an interesting phenomenon. For a better
understanding I have started the discussion from the origin of earth in this
chapter.

 Billions of years ago by the coagulation and gravitational contraction of large
cloud of gas and dust, the solar system was first formed. This dust is found to
be got from the supernova (the explosion of an old massive star). Then later on
the sun was formed and got ignited by the process of nuclear fusion which
gave out heat and light. The particles in this cloud fused to form planetisimals
which later gathered into a mass forming the micro-planets.

 Planets were then formed in the molten state initially by the collision of these
micro-planets. As a result of mars sized large planetoid colliding into the earth,
little bit of hot rocks splashed off during collision and added about 10% of the
earth’s surface in the formation of moon.

 The molten iron which was heavy sank down to become the core of the earth
and the lighter atoms rose to the surface. Most of the gases floated away into
spaces. Due to the collision of comet, water was brought to the earth which

was converted into steam forming the atmosphere as the earth was very hot
then.

 The planetary bombardment stopped as most of the planetisimals were gone
and a stable rocky crust was formed all over the earth and the moon. About
4.3 billion years ago the earth cooled and the steam in the atmosphere
condensed into rain forming the water. Mostly the earliest RNA molecules
must have formed at this eon when the first protein was formed by the fusion
of amino acids. This becomes evident from the experiment of Stanley miller
which had a chamber containing only hydrogen, water, methane and
ammonia. He boiled the water and exposes the elements to an electric
discharge like lightning, simulating earth’s early process. After a week, he
found organic compounds have formed including amino acids, the “building
blocks of life”.

 And it is from here the life in the earth has originated which in days evolved
and resulted in the evolution of man. The evolution of life from the origin
point to the evolution of man is dealt in respective epoch, period, era, eon and
super eon.
 For the final part I have dealt about the trend in which the life is travelling with
the environment, its consequences and the step that has to be taken for
making both the environment and the life go hand in hand.

CHAPTER 2: THE PHASES OF SOCIETY

 In this chapter I have dealt about the different kinds of society in the aspect of
strata, status and time period. The society that has been in practice from the
evolution of man like the hunter-gatherer society, tribal society, stratified
society, urban society and rural society; different kinds of society on the basis
of status like Upper class society, Middle class society, lower class society and
societies on the basis of time period like the ancient society, medieval society
and the modern society.

 The very first humans originated in groups as they were the evolutionary of
grouped animals, ape. The very first community of living organism is found in
proteins. Proteins are formed when group of amino acids are favored by
suitable environmental conditions. After the origin of man in Paleolithic age,
they lived in groups forming societies.
 Varied aspects of life in every kind of societies have been dealt with, like their
awareness towards technology, their mode of subsistence, their living
environment, their family pattern, the cultural practices, the religious and the
caste system and the importance given to these by the individuals of different
societies in accordance to the time period.
 The equalities that men and women got in mutual at different period is also
dealt, their leisure activities, their housing patterns, the way in which they

were treated, the status of each society, the hierarchy followed in each stage
are also dealt in this chapter.
 After the invention of Internet the whole society has changed where

automation, online and internet became the slogan of the today’s
generation. But the early traditional pattern is followed by the aged. They
have a model imagined in their mind and that makes the society. Hence the
present society is partially virtual and partially traditional.
 By the flow of time it is for sure that the society will completely get oriented
virtually. Social Networking sites like Orkut, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.
and messengers like Gtalk, Yahoo, MSN, Skype, Rediff etc. have become the
most comfortable and easily accessible mode of communication for the youths
of the present. They are able to get in touch from their school days friend to
their relatives residing at the other end of the world in a single stroke.
 Hence upgrading the mental preparedness of the society to this level is highly
important and parents’ safe guarding their child with their childhood societal
setup will make the child go deviant and where would be the transformation?
At one end the world is getting upgraded with technology and is endured to
change in the life style and in the other end if we hesitate to catch up with the
changes and start getting stagnated where will be the progression?
 I have answer for all these questions in this chapter and have dealt about the
transitions along with the change that is needed to fit these transitions.

CHAPTER 3: THE PATH AND THE DESTINY OF CIVILIZATION

 In this chapter, we take a look upon the various civilizations that have mended
the living individuals to this level. From the ancient Greek civilization to the
modern globalization, the civilizations at different periods of time have been
discussed in this chapter. Civilization is nothing but the process of changing the
animal evolved barbarian into an individual filled with humanity and morality.

 If given a keen observation in the trend of civilization to a certain point of time
there was real civilization and there is a sudden drift towards rapidity where
the civilization failed to work and is being evolved just for the sake of name. At
present we are moving long way back from destining true civilization. If the
same situation exists then we may go worse than the early barbarian.
 In this period of busy professionalism, people don’t have time to relax and look
back the way they have travelled which at a point of time make their travel
reach at some other place away from their targeted destiny and in the same
way as we don’t take a look back on how the civilization has travelled, what
was its basic purpose we are now travelling away from the civilized destiny.
 The advancement of man from the hunting to agriculture and the likewise
advancement in every civilization in each aspect is dealt in this chapter. The
advancement in technology, the architectural advancements, the agricultural
advancements, etc have also been dealt elaborately in this chapter.

 There have been so much advancements accomplished in the journey of
civilization but we have forgotten whether the human quality is continued to
civilized or have we left it somewhere long way back. This basic thing makes us
let go all the other things we have advanced in.
 Civilization is meant for the whole humanity and not particularly for any

region. Hence globalization is important. Nothing is static, change is the key
term that lives every millisecond of its life. Globalization cannot degrade any
region if it is perceived in the right way. Positives from every corner of the
world should be taken and made spread all over the world which could make
the globalization a successful one.


I would like to stress that no one in this world is superior to other. For example
let us consider the case of inequality between the male and female gender.
Men are physically strong and women are mentally strong. Men can alone do
physical jobs but they cannot distinguish whether the job is necessary or not.
Women can distinguish the must and unnecessary but cannot implement
tough physical jobs. Hence both this physical and mental strength must go
hand in hand for a better global standard. The self centered approach of the
individuals must change. I’m what I’m, this is the most common and famous
status message of the youths in all social networking sites. I’m what I’m
strategy is excellent to develop individualism when it doesn’t disturb or spoil
others. But to a point the characterization must be flexible as all are not tamed
100% at the start. So you can create your own path for destiny checking it to
be ethical way by not spoiling the one on your way.

CHAPTER 4: THE FOCUS ON PARENTING STYLES

 In this chapter I have dealt about the importance and care the parents should
have in taming their young ones. The immediate expectation on a newlywed
couple by the family and the society is attaining the parenthood but are they
giving concern or choice for the couples to basically prepare their selves
mentally? The answer from the maximum would be no. This becomes the basic
problem in the style parents tend to adopt in parenting.

 The newlywed will basically need some personal space to understand each
other first. They must know each other’s positive side, negative side and start
complimenting each other. Before understanding each other if they give birth
to a young one, the growth of the young will be spoiled in the tenure they take
to understand each other.

 Parenting plays a major role in the outcome of every society. Every individual
when born in this earth is entitled to grow under their parent’s guidance. The
character, human value, education, responsibility, respects, and a whole
human being is got by parenting. Parenting is a complex activity that includes
many specific behaviors that works individually and together to influence
child’s outcomes.

 Both the contribution of father and mother must be equal to balance and let
the child know every aspect of life. A child is not only an asset to a particular

family but an asset to the globe. The child has got its own duty to be done in
the world for which it has to be tamed giving proper concentration.
 In this chapter I have also dealt about various styles of parenting like
Authoritative style, permissive style, indulgent style and neglectful style. The
pros and cons of each style are also dealt elaborately. Also I have dealt about
the parenting style in different family pattern, that is the parenting style
adopted by the parents in Joint Family, in Nuclear family and in employed
family (Employed family is the family in which both the parents are employed).

 The authoritative parents takes a different, more moderate approach that
emphasizes setting high standards, being nurturing and responsive, and
showing respect for children as independent, rational beings. The authoritative
parents expect maturity and co-operation, and offers children lots of
emotional support which is very much essential.

 The very meaning of the style is got from its name “authoritarian”. This style of
parenting involves strict, regulated and a stiff way of parenting. Authoritarian
parents are obedience and status oriented who expect their orders to be
obeyed, without explanation.

 The Indulgent style is a style of parenting which to the maximum lacks in
authoritarian style. The parents of this style believe that real showing of love
to their child and feeling their love back is the ultimate goal in parenting. The
parents of this style shower limitless love and attention but they don’t

reprimand them for their wrong behavior. There are no rules or demands set
for the children and they will lack directive guidance from their parents.

 The neglectful style of parenting is completely opposite to that of an involved
parenting style. They neither show love or attention to their children nor set
them any limits or rules. They totally don’t get involved in the life or growth of
their children.
 Finally in the end note I have discussed about the parenting trend that is
needed for the future generation and the influential components of the child’s
growth.

CHAPTER 5: THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF RELATIONSHIP

 In this chapter I have dealt about the responsibilities that each relatives got on
one another be it a parent, aunt, uncle, sister, brother, friend, neighbor and so
on. In this world of busy schedule it very true and can be observed that
individuals forget the responsibility they have towards each others.

 In this chapter I have discussed about some of the flaws that is prevailing in
the relationships and how a relationship should be for its importance and
responsibilities.

 In this chapter I have dealt about the responsibilities of 10 kinds of relationship
like parents, grandparents, friends, neighbours, 3rd order relatives, soul mates,
siblings, step relatives, Romeos and Juliets.
 I have dealt with duties and the degree of alertness an individual must hold at
their different angle of relationship from a child to a grandparent or neighbor.
The individual in the current trend are oriented very much professionally
where they tend to forget the personal sphere.
 Both the achieved relationship and the ascribed relationship are dealt in this
chapter. The individuals must be doubly, triply careful in choosing their
achieved relations making sure of their trueness towards their relationship and
the ascribed relations are to be made aware of their mistakes, so at least at a
point of time there are chances for changes.
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 From the above graph drawn from a poll in orkut states that the authoritative
or the permissive style of parenting is best and that is the perfect way of
tackling kids in the positive way.

CHAPTER 6: THE TRANSFORMATION OF EDUCATION

 Education is the important constituent in the man making process of any
individual and now it has become a robot making machine of the society.
Education has become full of theory without instilling the practical implication
of the knowledge.

 In this chapter I have dealt about the evolution of education system. How the
education was at ancient times, medieval times and modern times. Earlier in
the starting days there were no such proper institutions set for the sake of
education. Education started its travel from the practical side that is in the
earlier days education was nothing but learning about the family’s sustenance.
Later it evolved into philosophy and now into pure theoretical science.
 There was no such institution or proper place setup or stipulated hours of time
for educating their young ones in the ancient days. Education was not
scientific, education was regarded as a service and not business, education
was practical and taught the way to live life, education imparted ethical value,
human value and moral value inside the individual.
 There were specific building built at places which was termed as university in
the medieval period, derived from a Latin word universitas magistrorum et
scholarium, which roughly means “community of teachers and scholars” and
college again derived from a Latin word which means “a group whose

members pursue shared goals while working within a framework of mutual
trust and respect.” Education at these times was philosophical like metascience, law, philosophy, etc.
 Education in the modern times evolved to be both scientific and social. There
rose many educational institutions which functioned by collecting fees from
the students. Education was divided into primary education, secondary
education and higher education.

 There came assessment which tested the knowledge acquired by the
individual. The discipline of science was considered to be important and
education shifted completely science oriented.
 I have also discussed about the disadvantages and the evils that is prevailing in
the current system of education and also the different component in which the
education is getting degraded and the ways in which it can be oriented in the
direction of up gradation.
 For the final part I have concluded by saying that education is not alone the
science, philosophy or the arts but even the art of living life and the process of
learning human values to live with humanity.

CHAPTER 7: THE TECHNOLOGY IN TIME MACHINE

 For most of the time, technology is always considered to be a boon. From the
very minute the technology had its birth on this earth it was just viewed to be
a machine or a thing that reduces the workmanship and makes the work easier
for human.

 We have never given a thought before any invention in the present whether it
would serve us in the long run. Immediate solutions for the problem in the
present was the motives always but have we ever given a thought of how will
those solutions serve the purpose in the future?
 In this chapter I have discussed about the mistake committed by the individual
and the carelessness and about the rapidity they are drowned in. And also
about the different periods of technology like the primitive, gothic and
contemporary technology.
 The turning point in the technological evolution of ancient period by the
humankind was the discovery and utilization of fire. Fire with wood and
charcoal allowed early humans to cook their food to increase its digestibility,
improving its nutrient value and broadening the number of foods that could be
eaten.
 If we observe the technologies of the medieval period, its focus was on the
humanity, to enhance and support the living of the humanity in the long run

and it was from here the transition shifted to rapidity and a short term
solutions for problems.

 The very apt example of this could be the paper that was submitted at our
series 1 international conference on progressive global development. The
paper was on CFD analysis and experimental investigation of CI engine using
hydrogen with diesel. It was said that hydrogen could be considered as the
alternative fuel for the conventional fuel that is being used commonly now. It
was also said that along with hydrogen, alcohols (methanol and ethanol),
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), compressed natural gas (CNG) and vegetable
oils can be used as alternative fuels.
 In the review process the reviews or the clarifications that were put forth were
the ethanol is derived from crushing potatoes, corn, sweet potatoes,
sugarcane and other plants. Now due to the population explosion we are
converting all agricultural land into commercial plots where after years we
could not use this as an alternative fuel. And in the case of methanol, the
methane gas in this is not advisable as it is toxic in nature. All the alternatives
that were given was for the immediate solution and in the long run the same
solution will change into problems.
 For the final part I have taken the chapter in the way to conclude that nature,

technology and life, altogether becomes as whole it make life beautiful and
even if you tend to affect one the other will get affected automatically.

CHAPTER 8: REVERTING THE LOST SERENITY

 Environmental issues are becoming the primary concern of all human being.

At one side we have individuals contributing pollution and ill things to the
environment and other side we have individuals discussing and protesting
against the environmental problem but do we have any individual or
governance who really, true from their heart have taken any step towards
reverting the serenity of the environment.

 On a simpler view, environment is the surrounding condition where there is

existence of any species or life. Both the existence of life and environment
are inter-related. It is very important that the serenity of the environment
should be maintained for the long and healthy existence of the living
organisms. It is the duty of each and every individual soul on this earth to
take care of their surroundings or environment.

 In this chapter I have dealt about the different environmental problems
prevailing in the present and the step that has to be taken in order to revert
back the lost serenity of our globe.

 There are problem in getting fossil fuel as it is a non-renewable resource. The
amount of heat found in the atmosphere at the current scenario is more and it
is very much possible for producing electricity through solar energy. It is that a
large amount of space was needed earlier for trapping the solar energy which

proved expensive. It was so because the amount of heat then was only from
light energy and it is much low. But now heat energy can be easily trapped and
used by the pair production process as the globe is serving as the reservoir of
heat. And what are we to do with the electricity needs in the future? When
there is going to be no fossil fuel or the basic raw material, the space is going
to be idle. It is for sure that there can be no compromise from the public end
in their sophistication and affordability. Hence the vast space, the atmosphere
with global warming can be used for producing power by the same process of
pair production whereby we could also reduce the intensity of heat which is
prevailing

in

the

present,

stabilizing

the

environmental

conditions

progressively.

 There are battery operated vehicles in the market, those vehicles are run using
the batteries that could be charged electrically. There is no letting out of
smoke, no traffic violations as the vehicle can run only at maximum speed of
40 Kilometer per Hour. Likewise there can battery driven cars and vehicles
which could benefit us in the same way. A battery driven car accompanied by
an additional emergency battery that could be used when there is no sun light.
All the petroleum wells and its pollution can be prevented easily. Just think of
solar, earthy power bunks instead of the present petroleum and diesel bunks,
well regulated traffic, no more accidents because of over-speed, economized
society, pollution free travel, wow won’t it look amazing?

 For the concluding part I have said that complication in anything will have a
disastrous end result. We mustn’t complicate things by adding things after

things. Be simple and live with the nature understanding the life with adding
sophistication in our own way making us fit to avail the same in a straight
manner. Have an open thinking and approach, any task with lot of thinking
which will never fail us in the issue we take.

CHAPTER 9: CULTURAL DIVERSITY

 In this period of globalization managing the cultural changes and cultural
differences is being a great task to manage. In this chapter I have dealt what
culture actually is, and to which degree must this culture be given importance.
There are two things in this world one is natural, the one which is given by
nature and the other is artificial or man-made, the one which is designed are
processed by man. Be it natural or man-made things both are prone to
changes. Change is inevitable in the dynamic world everything from the size of
earth to the type of grass everything has its own evolution. Man-made things
are highly vulnerable to changes than the natural things.

 Culture being a man-made issue must have been changed but we follow the
same pattern even if we feel it to be stressful in the name of value and
tradition. There are minor changes but people are keen about the culture
followed by others and not by them which creates the problem. The value
cannot be sustained but progressed for the changing needs only then it can
exist everlasting. Earlier day’s marriage ceremony took place for three to four

days but now everything gets over in a day. Hence I have given a glance over
the different aspects of culture and cultural changes in this chapter.

 Offending Globalization for the reason of cultural shrink is not advisable
because everything in the universe has got both positive and negative sides. It
is we the six sensed human being who has to analyze and grasp the
progressive change needed for the up gradation of life. We are now
progressing towards the seventh sense, when the advantage of sixth sense
promoting an individual to be as he is , is not felt. Culture is not an ascribed
status for early human evolutions. It was not something structured very early
before the emergence of humanity. It was we the Human Being who
structured the culture, tradition and customs for our convenience of
socializing, with a common reinforcement of humanity

which is lost for

authority as authentication.

 If seen scientifically we all Human community, were the evolution of animals.
Do animals have Caste? Do animals have Custom, tradition, culture, status,
etc?.But they all have specific traits for each that have been in practice for
their living, for their carrying as a community. It was all due to migration and
the civilizations people have different cultures and customs, which cannot be
restrictive, but need to remain changing to facilitate comfort to the members.
A practice regarded as illegal in one region is legal in other. Both the place
have the people with same blood, flesh, skin, bone, nerve, muscle, etc. then
how can a practice in one considered as illegal is considered legal in other?
Culture or tradition was bought into the practice when people did not have so

much technologies, Exposure and exchange. Culture was introduced just to
regulate the journey of life in a comfortable and enjoyable manner. People at
that time had the chance to amble only within their living region and hence
adapting to the culture of particular region was very easy for them. But in this
period of globalization and hi-fi technology people must understand a thing.
Every individual on this universe has their own right of living and others have
no right to interfere and gossip about one’s way of leading life. The concept to
rule over others, restrict others to oblige to authority in the name of
cooperation is to have control on others not to upgrade from the existing
pattern, which is against evolution theory and which has not been realized for
the rules executed in favour of the administrators, which is easy for them, who
ought to execute norms for the ease of the target group.

 For the last I would like to say that Earth is our land, Humanity is our Identity,
Morality is our virtue and ethics is our life, so no individual is naturally given or
fixed with region, religion, culture, tradition or custom. It was all what we
formulated in the course of civilization and governance for masses and are to
be flexible with the trend of globalization as change is inevitable and execution
of governance for individual is possible.

CHAPTER 10: THE BONAFIDE GOVERNANCE

 Government is an essential point for the functioning of regulated public life.
There are various departments in the government sector for its best service.
But the important thing, which is to be noted, is whether the government is
functioning for what it has to or not. There are lots of injustices taking place in
the current governance. The whole meaning of democracy, secularism is being
spoiled and the governance of authority is only present in the current scenario.

 In this chapter, I have dealt about the reason for the birth of governance, the
role played by the governance in the present and the necessary changes that
ought to be made for implementing the real meaning of governance. I hope
the public, as individuals will join in the reformation and take the globe to a
more civilized and reformed status. The democratic governance has already
way for the same, involvement of individual in the governance which do not
need representatives as political parties.
 I have also structured out the format of global governance, the different
category of government in global governance, their hierarchy, their
departments, the way of election, the eligibility for contesting candidate, the
means of eradicating corruption and so on.

 Firstly every country must be bought under United Nations. The UN will be the
global capital as like the present Central Government. Each country will have a
President who comes next to the UN’s President. Next to that there will
Governors for every state.

 All the heads of these three categories must be elected by the people directly.
The President of the UN be elected by all global citizen, The President of the
country be selected by the countries citizens and Governor by the individuals
of the state.

 The UN and the Central Ministry alone will have departments like the
Education, Agricultural, Environmental, Telecommunication, Home ministry for
protection against natural calamities; etc will be appointed by the respective
heads, form the aspirants of public services expressed through proven
contributions and not simply by examinations. The ultimate power of the
global governance is vested in the hands of the UN President and the ultimate
power of the country will be the country’s President. The officers of public
services that is the secretaries of each state will the department
representatives of the respective state and the powers of execution lies with
them. The duty of the president is to convey the needs of the public received
as grievances and the duty of the officials are to execute plans for the same to
be approved and passed for public notification.

 There will be no political party existing. The candidate contesting for the post
of governance must be from the age of 25 to 60 and can be any individual
citizen; the candidate must be out-and-out known with the constitution and
human rights , well exposed to the real time situations and the caste , religion,
education are being understood as earned qualities that they become
individual trait for global exposure.

 In the conclusion part I have concluded saying that always real governance can
be achieved when the governance is in the hands of aspirant. The one who has
a lifetime aspiration of leading the public can be a good leader with positive
progression.

CHAPTER 11: STREAMLINING THE ECONOMY

 Economy plays a major role in deciding the status of a country. But in the
present there a lot of imbalances prevailing regarding the economy and there
are enormous amount of black activity happening in the society degrading the
progression of the world leading it to extinction. There must be proper flow
regulated in the matter of money and the economy must be balanced both in
the end of input and output. It is not to be construed the balance at beginning
and at the end , but at every stage of an activity that the errors will not get
accumulated.

 In this chapter I have discussed about the reason for the origin of money, the
approach individual’s have towards the money, the problem in the current
economic system and the ways of standardizing it.

 For a better understanding in this chapter I have started with the meaning,
origin and reason for economy; the way of approach towards money; the
problem faced in the present due to economy; the ways of standardizing.

 When the population increases eventually there will be increase in the amount
of duty in every sphere, then where the problem of unemployment comes?
This still has been a mystery to me. There are piles of cases pending in the
court; they only increase the working time of court but not increasing the
working individuals there. Don’t the people working there have family with
whom they are supposed to spend certain quality of time?

 Every individual must understand that earning money is only for the work they
give out and they just cannot be paid high for the sake of others earning huge
amount. This trend is currently found in the present, from the sphere of mason
and servants of the equal sphere.

 Every bank must be inter-linked and transaction to any bank must be known to
the apex body as consolidated accounts which takes care of even losses that
the same progressively contributes to avoiding errors and upgrade quality of
service, by which the black money transaction can be eradicated. It is found
that in a large extent there is black money deposited in banks of other
countries like Swiss, America, Etc. The purpose of having savings account must
be understood and made worthy. Even an earning of Rs.20 can be deposited
for saving and there can be no minimum balance set here. People don’t trust

their neighbors but without even a thought they feel safe to deposit their
money in a bank which must be responsible for the trust it has got.

 Saving the best for last I have concluded saying that economy either in the
strata of governance or in the strata of family, it must always be balanced,
allowed to float equally, proportional with humanity, care and affection.
Economy must be supporting the life of any individual and must not be burden
or make to lead illicit life just for the sake of status and saving. There are
ample evidences where the deposits with international banks by the
individuals goes unclaimed and made their own simply because they are illicit
and the policy of the banks alone be blamed and taken to reformations by the
United Nations. It is the best of example that nature has its control as most of
the illicit cash flows came into national funding of any developing country by
contributions of developed countries and went back to the source on its own.
Nothing can be free, but for inclusion with conviction.

CONCLUSION

For the concluding part I would like to say that life can be made possible
anywhere in the universe and it is for sure that life on moon is highly possible as it
is made by parts of earth’s surface but the thing has to evolve naturally and not
like the experiment of Stanley Miller (artificially). The space in the earth is
common for everybody, even now the land area underneath the water bodies is
connected and it is we, who made all the demarcations. It is to be understood

that a minute problem in Australia will definitely have its consequent result in the
continent of America. We must always consider the land as a whole and take any
measures remembering this. Caste, Religion, Culture, Tradition, Customs are all
not ascribed status but an achieved status. The planet in which we are born and
the parents to whom we are born are alone the ascribed status of any individual.
Driving need for every individual will not be same for every individual and hence
forcing them with a preset syllabus or curriculum of education is not advisable.
Leading life is personal and even the personal life of public figure is personal and
others have no rights to comment on it. Money is just a printed paper which has
got some importance in leading life but not the only thing which is important in
life. Importance must be given a balance in every aspect of life as everything
together will make the life complete and not just a single thing. My earnest
praying to the nature is that every social component must be standardized for a
perfect progressive global society and I will extend my maximum contribution for
this change within my ambience.
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